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AU T H O R’ S N O T E
Astute readers will recognize many of these characters by names such as
Cheng I Sao (or Zheng Yi Sao), Zhang Baozi, and so on. The trouble is,
in real life no one called them that. These spellings are transliterations
from the Mandarin (Putonghua) readings of their names, used by western
scholars and propagated into popular histories and thousands of online
articles. The actual people did not speak Mandarin in everyday life—if
they even spoke it at all—and would certainly not address themselves or
each other in what was essentially a foreign language.
The dominant language of the south China coast was, and remains,
Cantonese, which differs from Mandarin as extensively as Portuguese
diverges from French. For this simple reason, names of people and places
in this book are transliterated as they would have been spoken: using
Cantonese. Since there is no standard romanization for Cantonese, I
primarily use a variation of Yale transcription, which I consider easiest
on the eyes and tongue for English speakers.
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PEOPLE

Names follow the Chinese format of surname followed by given name(s).
Thus, Shek Yang’s family name is Shek. Most pirates went by nicknames.
All characters listed are actual historical figures,
except those marked with an asterisk*
PRINCIPAL PIRATES
Cheng Chat 鄭七

Pirate commander; elder cousin of Cheng Yat

Cheng Yat 鄭一

Red Flag Fleet commander; a.k.a. Cheng I

Cheung Po Tsai 張保仔

Adopted son (and catamite) of Cheng Yat

Leung ‘General’ Bo 梁保

White Flag Fleet commander

Kwok Podai 郭婆帶

Black Flag Fleet commander

Shek Yang 石陽

Wife of Cheng Yat; a.k.a.
Cheng Yat Sou (Cheng I Sao) 鄭一嫂

Son of a Frog 蝦蟆養

Green Flag Fleet commander;
real name Lei Sheung-ching 李相清

Tunghoi Bat 東海八

Yellow Flag Fleet commander;
real name Ng Chi-ching 吳知青

Wu-shek Yi 烏石二

Blue Flag Fleet commander;
real name Mak Yau-kam 麥有金

OTHER PIRATES
Chen Tin-bou 陳添保

Chinese commander in Annamese mercenary navy

Cheng Bo-yeung 鄭保養

Nephew of Cheng Yat

Cheng On-pong 鄭安邦

Younger cousin of Cheng Yat

Cheng Sing-kung 鄭成功

a.k.a. Koxinga; 17th century pirate turned rebel

Cheng Hung-shek 鄭雄石

Second son of Yang and Cheng Yat

Cheng Lau-tong 鄭流唐

Seventh founding fleet commander
of the pirate confederation

Cheng Ying-shek 鄭英石

First son of Yang and Cheng Yat

Leung Po-bo 梁婆保

Cheng Yat’s principal Taumuk

Ng Sheung-tak 吳尚德

Cheng Yat’s purser
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Wu-shek Tai 烏石大

Wu-shek Yi’s elder brother

Wu-shek Sam 烏石三

Wu-shek Yi’s younger brother

OTHERS
Ah-Yi* 阿姨

Widow serving aboard Cheng Yat’s ship

Cheng Chat’s wife 鄭七嫂

(real name unknown)

Cheng Wong-yan 鄭往認

Kwok Podai’s wife, and Cheng Yat’s cousin

John Turner

English sailor captured by pirates

Leung Hung-yuk 梁紅玉

Liang Hongyu; Song Dynasty woman general

Madam Le*

Annamese tea house proprietor in Chiang Ping

Na Yin-sing 那彦成

Two-Kwang Governor-General 1804-1806

Quang Toan

Tay-son Emperor of Annam 1792-1802

Quang Trung

Tay-son Emperor of Annam 1788-1792

Suen Chuen-mau 孫全謀

Chinese admiral

Ng Hung-kwong 吳熊光

Two-Kwang Governor-General 1806-1809

Xuan Bui Thi

Annamese woman general

LOCATIONS
Annam

Former name for Vietnam

Chek Lap Kok 赤鱲角

Small island off the north coast
of Tai Yue Shan (Lantau Island)

Chiang Ping 江平

Giang Binh; pirate haven
on China-Annam border

Chicken’s Neck 雞頸

Taipa 氹仔; island south of O Moon (Macau)

Fukien 福建

Fujian; province northeast
of Kwangtung (Guangdong)

Ha Moon 廈門

Xiamen; port in Fukien province

Hoinam 海南

Hainan; major island off the south
China coast

Ji-nai 紫坭

Zini/Tzu-ni, market town south
of Kwangchow

Kwangchow 廣州

Guangzhou, a.k.a. Canton;
capital of Kwangtung
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Kwangshi 廣西

Guangxi; southern province,
jointly governed with Kwangtung

Kwangtung 廣東

Guangdong, a.k.a. Canton; southern
Chinese province

Lei Yue Moon 鯉魚門

Village at east end of Hong Kong harbor;
birthplace of Cheng Yat

Luichow 雷州

Leizhou; large peninsula in southern China

Ningpo 寧波

Major northern Chinese trading port

O Moon 澳門

Macao/Macau; Portuguese colony
at the mouth of the Pearl River

Phú Xuân 富春

Former name for Hue; Annam imperial capital

Punyu 番禺

County in the Pearl River delta near Kwangchow

Spirit River

Sông Linh; river in Vietnam; now named Sông Gianh

Sun-wui 新會

Xinhui; coastal district in Kwangtung Province

Tai O 大澳

Fishing/smuggling village on
Tai Yue Shan (Lantau Island)

Tai Yue Shan 大嶼山

Lantau Island; large island in east
Pearl River delta

Thang Long 昇龍

Former name for Hanoi

Tin-pak 電白

Dianbai; small port in western Kwangtung

Tunghoi 東海

Island and village on east side of Luichow;
home of Tunghoi Bat

Tung Chung 東涌

Bay on Tai Yue Shan; eastern base
of the confederation

Two-Kwang 兩廣

Kwangtung and Kwangsi Provinces
jointly administered

Wong Po 黄埔
		

Whampoa; foreign merchant district
near Kwangchow

Wu-shek 烏石
		

Village on west side of Luichow;
home of Wu-shek Yi
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DEITIES
Hau Wong 侯王
		
		

Local deity of Tai Yue Shan and nearby
Yuen Long; said to be the deification
of the uncle of the last Song boy emperor

Hoi Hau 海口

Ship spirit; literally “mouth of the sea”

Hung Shing 洪聖

God of the Southern Sea, worshipped
mainly in southern China

Kwan Tai 關帝
		

Kwan Ti, Guan Yu; God of War and,
oddly enough, of Literature

Kwun Yam 觀音

Guanyin, Kuan Yin; Buddhist goddess of mercy

San Po 三婆

Goddess; Tin Hau’s youngest of two sisters

Sheung O 嫦娥

Chang’e; Goddess of the Moon

Tin Hau 天后

a.k.a. Mazu/Matsu; goddess of sailors
and fishing people

TERMS
Ah-je 阿姐
		

Miss; informal term of address
for a young woman

Ah-sao 阿嫂
		

Madam; informal term of address for
an older woman

áo dài

Traditional Vietnamese women’s outfit

baat po 八婆

Meddlesome old hag (strong insult)

baat gwa 八卦

Nosy old gossip (moderate insult)

bai nin 拜年

Traditional New Year visits to family and friends

bak gei 白鱀

Chinese white dolphin, often seen
with bright pink skin

bo lei 普洱

Pu’er; dark tea made from fermented tea leaves

braves

Civilian vigilantes recruited by local officials

catty 斤

16 taels; approx. 1.33 pounds/600 grams

chau mui 臭妹

Literally “stinky girl”, equivalent to little bitch

chek 呎

Approximately 1.2 feet/0.37 meters

Ching Ming 清明

Mid-spring festival devoted
to grave sweeping

comprador

Chinese warehouse manager
for foreign traders in Kwangchow
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congee 粥

Rice porridge, eaten plain or with
salted fish, meat or vegetables

eat-water junk 吃水船

Large, fast-moving ship that could be
propelled by sails or oars

Dai Lo Ban 大老闆

Supreme leader

Daai-dai 帶弟

Nickname for daughter; literally means
“bring a younger brother”

Dong Jit 冬節

Winter solstice

erhu 二胡

Two-stringed bowed musical instrument

faat din 發癲

Crazy, hysterical

fan-tan 番攤

Game played by guessing multiples of coins

feng shui 風水

Fortune-telling based on geographical
features and alignments

fook 福

Good luck; used in written blessings
during Chinese New Year

foreign mud 紅毛泥

Opium

god side 大邊

Also called “big side”; left (port) side of a junk

gogo 哥哥

Elder brother (familiar term)

gwa ji 瓜子

Melon seeds

Hakka 客家

Later settlers in Kwangtung, culturally
distinct from Cantonese

Hoklo 學佬

People and dialect of Fukien Province
and other coastal regions

hong 行

Guild of Chinese merchants licensed
to trade with foreign traders

horse-trough junk 烏艚船

Common black-hulled vessel resembling
a horse watering trough

ji-ji-ja-ja 吱吱喳喳

Gibberish

Ka-hing 嘉慶

Jiaqing; era name of seventh
Ching Emperor, reigned 1796-1820

Kin-lung 乾隆

Qianlong; era name of sixth
Ching Emperor, reigned 1736-1795

kung hei 恭喜

Good luck blessing

lai see 利是

Lucky money given inside red
envelopes at Chinese New Year

li 哩

Approximately 1/3 mile or 500 meters

lo ban 老闆

Boss or leader; also a general
title for a shop or restaurant owner
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lo yi 老二

Second-in-command

longan 龍眼

“Dragon eye” fruit native to southeast Asia

lotus feet

Women’s bound feet

Ming Heung 明香

Descendants of Ming Dynasty loyalists
who fled to Annam after the establishment
of the Ching Dynasty

mudskipper

Amphibious fish; lives in mangroves and mud flats

Outer Ocean 外海

Any part of the ocean beyond the sight of land

pit 撇

Short vertical stroke in Chinese writing

Punti 本地

Land-dwelling people,
considered native to Kwangtung

sampan 三板

Small boat, holds anywhere from 2 to 16 people

sao/Ah-sao 嫂/阿嫂

Wife (familiar term of respect)

Sit Tou 薛濤

Xue Tao; Tang Dynasty poetess

siu chat pan 小七板

“Seven plank boat”; small boat,
larger than a sampan

spirit side 細邊

Also called “small side”; right (starboard)
side of a junk

suk-suk 叔叔

Uncle

sycee 細絲

Gold or silver ingots used as currency

tael 兩

Approx. 1.3 ounces/38 grams;
measure for precious metals

tai 太

(as suffixed title) wife or Mrs.

talk-three-talk-four 講三講四 Chit-chat or gossip
Tanka 蜑家

Boat dwellers (insulting term)

Taumuk 頭目

Ship second-in-command,
though sometimes command own ships

Tay-son

Faction that ruled Annam for several decades

turtle egg 龜蛋

Insulting term, equivalent to “bastard”

wai 喂

Greeting, as in “hello” or “hey”

wu lung 烏龍

Oolong; fermented tea, often pressed into disks

yamen 衙門

Government office in imperial China

yau fui 油灰

Putty made of shells, oil and bamboo fiber,
used for boat caulking

yuloh 搖櫓

Elongated sculling oar
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A B O U T T H E AU T H O R
Larry Feign is a writer and artist who lives walking distance from
notorious pirate haunts in a Lantau Island village. He is the author of
several books about Hong Kong, as well as a children’s book series under
a pen name.
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OMENS
THE MISSING CHAPTER
Yang is caught inside the
Annamese emperor's palace,
where everything seems to be a
sign from the heavens.
Editors cut this chapter from
The Flower Boat Girl to save
pages.
Read it, plus the true story
of the two princesses who
married three emperors, and
historical notes, in this special
edition e-book.

Available for free at:
TREASURE.PIRATEQUEENBOOK.COM

M
THE SEQUEL TO
THE FLOWER BOAT GIRL
COMING 2023
Sign up to be notified and discover
historical and cultural notes by visiting:
PIRATEQUEENBOOK.COM
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